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In accordance with what's disposed in the article 59,4 and 61 of the Law 30/1992, of November 26 of Juridical 
Regimen of the Regional Government Bodies and of the Common Administrative Procedure, notification of the 
proposal of relative resolution comes out to record punishing for presumed urban infraction number 5/09, ( in 
accordance with what's disposed in the Royal Decree 1398/1993, of August 4 for which the Regulations for the 
exercise of the punishing authority is approved ), since having attempted the notification in the last known address, 
this could have been practiced. 

The correspondent file acts is in the Technical pertinent Office of works of the Most Excellent Town Council of 
Almendralejo (Ricardo Romero, number 20 Street), with the object of whole knowledge of the act, which assists them 
the right of formulating allegations and presenting documents and reports that they estimate, within the period 15-day, 
told from the following one to the one of the publication in the Gazette of the Province. 

Passed this period without being use of the right to formulate allegations, the file case will proceed to continue the 
procedure of the file. 

N.º Expte: 5/09. 

Applicant: Constructions Vélez Almendralejo, S.L. (constructor ) 

Domicile:  Electricidad Street, w/n Almendralejo. 

D.N.I: B-06397754. 

Realized building: Closing of cement blocks expensive sight on metal band of reinforced concrete through the façade 
of the plot toward the Arroyo of San Serván’s road with an approximated length of 40 m. 

Construction of a concrete flooring polished of an approximated surface of 15,000 m2. 

Construction of a two-story height building destined to offices, being finished the relative units of work to foundation, 
structure, cover, closings and isolations. 

Two-structure building of industrial typology with a total approximated surface of 1,440 m2. 

Construction of several deposits of stainless steel. 

Laminate-steel construction of a high-altitude structure with pillars and beams being closed at the bottom by means of 
panels prefabricated of reinforced concrete. 

Construction of a roof-like covering and installation of machinery of washing. 
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Construction of two pools (of evaporation) with an approximated surface of 48,000 m2. 

The estimate of the works has carried out with the base of Costs of the Construction of the board of Extremadura of 
the year 2005 itself. The full value of the realized works belongs to 2,095,142.00 Euros, industrial benefits, general 
expenses and I.V.A. included. 

Construction Place: Arroyo de San Servan’s road. 

Proposed resolution’s date: July 2, 2009. 

Budget for the construction: 2,095,142.00 Euros. ( Base costs of the construction of the board of Extremadura 2005, 
industrial benefits, general expenses and I.V.A. included. 

Infraction: Serious, article 198.2.a ) and 209.1a ). 

Allegations: 15-day period to count since the publication.  

Sanction: Articles 209.1.a ), 199, 214 and 206,3 of the Lsotex, 261,892.75 Euros (two hundred sixty one thousand 
eight hundred ninety two Euros and seventy five cents ) corresponding to Construcciones Vélez, S.L, a sanction of 
130,946.37 ( one hundred thirty thousand nine hundred forty six Euros and thirty seven cents ). 

Rule: Law 15/2001, of December 14 of the Ground and Territorial Arrangement of Extremadura ( Lesotex ). 

Almendralejo, on July 27, 2009.- The Instructor, illegible. 
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